Connect Immune Research Lab Placement Grant −
Application Form
Complete ALL sections.
• Send your completed application by email to: e.healy@immunology.org
• The result of your application will be sent to you by email
• Please refer to information for applicants on the BSI website when filling out this form
Full name:
Current institutional address:

Phone:
Email:

Present role: (including start and end dates)

BSI membership number:

Qualifications:
Placement institutional address:

Proposed dates of placement (incl. duration):

Provide a short title for the placement (i.e. summarise its aims):

Total grant amount you are applying for (max: £1,500 overseas, £1,000 UK outside home institution):
(Please provide a breakdown of how the money requested will be spent including: travel costs, accommodation and/or subsistence)

Have you applied for any other funding related to this visit: Yes/No
If yes, please provide details:

Please provide a statement of up to 500 words outlining:
(1) The scientific activities proposed to be undertaken during the placement
(2) How this project is relevant to promoting cross-disease or non-condition specific autoimmune research
(3) Feasibility of the project in the proposed timescale
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Please provide a personal statement of up to 500 words outlining:
(1) A summary of background information about your career, relevant to this application
(2) Explain how this grant would help you develop your career in the autoimmune space
(3) How this grant would help to build links between researchers working on different autoimmune conditions

A letter of support from your supervisor (on a headed page), should be supplied
This needs to:
(1) Confirm your status as a year 2 or higher PhD student or a postdoc with up to/including 5 years’ experience
(2) Confirm their support of the placement described in this application
(3) Outline your suitability for the placement and why it will be important to your development
(4) Outline the importance of the placement to their lab group
Please also supply a letter of support from your placement supervisor
This needs to:
(1) Confirm their support of the placement described in this application
(2) Outline the suitability of the placement and why it will be important to their lab group as well as yours (the
applicant)
You are required to inform us in writing as soon as possible if you receive sufficient support from other sources to
meet the full costs of your proposed visit and, where an award has already been made, to return this in full.
You are required to inform us in writing as soon as possible if you receive support from other sources to meet part of
the costs of your proposed visit and, where an award has already been made to return the part which is in excess of
the stated sum needed.
Should you not undertake your placement after receiving an award, you are required to return the full sum of the
award.
If you are successful in receiving an award, the terms of the award require that you provide an account of your
activities during the placement.
I agree to the above:

Signature: ___________________________

Date: __________________
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